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 by Hungry Dudes   

Goode Company Hamburgers &

Taqueria 

"Tacos and Burgers Galore!"

Counter ordering may seem a bit tacky, but the casual atmosphere at

Goode Company Hamburgers & Taqueria is friendly and warm. This is a

home-away-from-home for families and quick solo diners. Outdoor seating

is particularly popular in fair weather. Whether you decide on Tex-Mex

beef fajitas or stick to a good old American burger, the food and the prices

will not disappoint you. Polish off with a house wine.

 +1 713 520 9153  www.goodecompany.com  4902 Kirby Drive, Houston TX

 by stevendepolo   

Bellaire Broiler Burger 

"More than a 1950s Theme Restaurant"

You can almost imagine James Dean decked out in leather and leaning

against the counter but this is much more than a 50s theme restaurant. It

has been around since that era and is the perfect example of the real

thing. The burgers are traditional and greasy but hard to beat on taste.

You will also want to indulge in traditional sides like French fries and

onion rings. And since your diet will already be blown, do not sweat it if

you decide to wash it all down with a thick, creamy shake.

 +1 713 668 8171  5216 Bellaire Boulevard, Bellaire TX

 by  Adam Rosen 

Bernie's Burger Bus 

"A Burgerlicious Class!"

After delighting loyal burger lovers on wheels, the Bernie's Burger Bus

comes to a brick-and-mortar halt at the Bellaire Boulevard. When they

were on road, Bernie's operated out of a custom-made school bus, and the

school theme is very much intact in the restaurant as well. The menu

includes several delicious burger options with the choicest Texas beef,

produce, and made-from-scratch condiments. These burgers are named

after grade school colloquial as well as formal expressions and taste as

fun as they sound. Try the Homeroom burger with thick applewood bacon,

cheddar, and a gut-pleasing over-medium fried egg, eloquently cascading

its golden yolk over the succulent beef. Luckily, the fresh-baked bun

responsibly soaks up all the rich yolky beef juices before they drip down

your happy wrists.

 +1 713 349 9400  www.berniesburgerbus.com/  5407 Bellaire Boulevard, Bellaire TX
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